SPIRITISTS IN FRONT OF DISINCARNATION


Every philosophy tries to orient men and women before the death of the
body.

The Spiritism, doesn’t just comfort, but, clarify the reason of those who moan and suffer
with the passage of a dear friend to the spiritual world.


Every religion accepts the continuity of the life.

The Spiritism doesn’t demonstrate with probably argumentations, but establish a line in
slow evolution of the conscience in different degrees of improvement.


The ordinary religious thinking, believe that exist readjustments over
natural life.

The Spiritism introduce blessed model of renewing by the awakening of regret and that
the suffering is part of spirit’s regeneration.


The religions explaining that the soul will be punished at hellish regions.

The Spiritism elucidate that the soul recognize itself in the ownership of its choices,
understanding that the Earth is a blessed school which receive the disincarnated
students in order to extinguish errors and to expiate through the recurring proofs the
evil that was done.


The religious elected a region named heaven for the imagination in order to
aspire the supreme happiness.

The Spiritism doesn’t impose a delimitation of a local reserved for the lucky souls, but
show us an accomplished happiness to those who prefer serve in the darkness instead of
a contemplative stagnation.


Who look for a Human God, supplicates for the Celestial Providence
testimony to satisfy their needs.

The spiritists followers, although, understand that God is love to set free the creatures
who assumes the responsiveness for their initiatives.
The Spiritists, nevertheless, shouldn’t fear the process of the disincarnating,
because it’s a required itinerary for the evolution. For all of them, the body’s
death is sublime law from the Superior Life, in order to accomplish the
limitation of the matter and renovation for the Immortal Spirit.
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